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.INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Int ducti

Communication is a two-way process;,one person initiates and the other person

responds. There is no co unication if you are by yourself in the wilderness.

This module 'emphasizes the two-sided nature of communication: listen,ng actively

to others, hearing.Inot o y what you want to hear, but what the other person

means, and, en no at you, yourself,'are treated with respect and listened

to when it is important to be heard. it is your right and obligation to make

sure that communication is two -way.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study Guide
1

This module is about communication skills.. Being able to listen actively to other
people and ensure that you are listened to is essential for good, two-way

communication. MoSt of us work with other people, and these skills will helm

you get along andget ahead with your fellow- workers and people in supervisory

positions. To complete this module, follow the gilide below. Please check off
the assignments%s you complete them.

Read the Introduction and Information sections carefully. Discuss within

your class anything you are not cleat about or that yoU wish td discuss.

2. Complete the Self Assessment and compare your answers with those suggested

on the Self Assessment Answer sheet,. Discuss, with a partner, ands, if

necessary, with your' instructor, any answers with which,you disagree.
o

3. Complete the Post Assessment. Your instructor will need.to divide the .

+P,
class, preferably into groups of three. Follow the instructions at the

top of the Post Assessment sheet and practice the skills in the given.
,situation. Report to your instructor when you have finished, and 'before

continuing with another module.
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I'NDIVIDUA&ED LEARNING SYSTEMS (

Information

Are yqu a gbod listener? Dother people, listen to you when you want to say
something important?

It is essential to be aware of and to practice skills
in communication,. :They

are the most important social skills, and as most of us work with other people,
they are essential in our jobs aswell. They'are at the center of human relations
training and the very core of respect for the rights of individuals. More
problems and difficulties between people occur from poor communication than from
any other area of human experience.

We are-born with the abilitysto communicate our own needs, but we have to learn
,

how to hear and respond to others. Wha Often h,appens Is that during our early

i

childhood training we are made to f el ilty about this inborn ability to ask.c

clearly f r what we want - -its as aggressive, impolite and selfish.
Of course, there are more appropriate\ways to make our needs felt than screaming

.
iand crying, buthe direct honest communication of babies is something we can still.

learn from. There is not even much encouragement to acquire the skills of genuine -

and active listening to others. MoSt of uS'know that the experience of being
"told off" or of being'very bored by someone who has pawer fiver us teaches us
only.to be quiet and to appear,to be listeni'ng

without necessarily understanding\
ar wanting to understand. We are lik$1y to feel that we.have been done-violence
to by not being allowed to express ourselves, especiallNany

negative feelings, and
wetegin to feel resent'ul and disinterestedIn,giving kone else the attention.

.

and understanding that we, aurselVes, do not feel weare r9ceiving.
, . .

We are told, very early-On, about the impOrtance',Of listening to, understanding,

J



111
and'acting on communication that is initiated by higher status individuals (e.g:

parents, teachers, supervisors, etc.). It still is the most efficient and
productive way of initiating action.. However, you are also entitled to communicate
what is important to you, and that is what this module and the exercises should
help you to do: communicate better, not only with ur feleow students or co-

.

I

workers, but also with people in authority.

0 --

When other people sense that you really are listening to what they are saying
(to their feelings and their words)', they feel valued and respected. When you
get the same, honest attention paid to what you are saying, you are likely to

- - feel good about yourself and the other person. Everyone benefits and gets
alang better.

First_of all, we will look at active listening. This has been divided into

two areas: centering attent'i'on on the other person and checking ideas and feelings.?

Center your attention on the other person rather than on your own response or -

whatever you may be reminded of in your experiences. Try to understand why the

subject matter is important to the other person. Think of the othef' person as

someone yoij are trying to gain knowledge from. This involves openly shOwing

you are listening, keeping, your eyes directed most of ilYe time toward the other
person; ayoidiha distractions, such as looking over his or her shoulder at'other

people. (If the other per:ion really is very boring, then it will be necessary to
practice your skills at being listened to.) Think of some of the ways that your
body language acrd use of voice Might indicate.to someone that you are not listening

actively, e.l. slumped body, dull tone of scratching, picking your nose,
etc. Watch how people at home and in the community express, with their body, as
well as their voices, their interest or lack of interest when some dy else IS'

., speaking to them. The challenge in active listening is to find as much as

possible about what interests the other person (a's much as the other person is
willing to. divulge). Take it as a challenge to'find out what is really important

to the other person; you WillAiscover that even In day-to-day activities each of
us is living according to,very firmly established values and beliefs'. .By listening

,actively, you not'-onlY,undestand the-other person, but you flatter him or her
at the same. time.

41f



Here's an example:

A. "I went to the ball game last night." '
B. (assumes mistakenly it, is the game that interests A) "Who won?"

.4
A. 'Ems. 4-0." 0

B. "Oh." (not'knowing anything about baseball and thinking this was what
A wanted to communicate; B comes to a'bored and boring stop.)

Here is the same situation that resulted in a .different quality of communication:
A. "I went to the ball game last nioht."

B. (noticing A says this without enthusiasm) "I didn't know that was_something
you enjoy doing."

. A. "It isn't. r prefer going fishinebut my oirlfriend wanted to 40."

Now, at this point, there are several possibilities that will help B tap into
what really interests A. It would be possible (although probably too thrAtening,
even if it is accurate) to ask, "Does she always make decisions for you?"'
There are many other

less.challOnging.alternatives. Here are a few:
a) "Great. Where do you Q0 fishing ?"

b) "What sort of fishing do you enjoy?"
.

c) "You seem to like oufdoo activ ies."

a4 "Dbes she go fishing with you?"

-e) "Sounds as if%that might have been a little boring,for you."
f) "Do you usually share your. activities?"

The many alternatives availableto B do not require specialized knowledge, not
even similar background experience. It's possible.to carry on an interesting
and.enthusiastic discussion, using active listening, with a nuclear Scientist

-talkino about complicated theoretical point, if you are able to cue the person
intocomMunicating what is important to him or her., In this case, You would °'
probably not understand the content, but' you would be responding- to the feeling. .

-All that .is required is that-the active listener'has a wish to find out,pore
about the other person. In the example, the possible questions and comments

. 6follow on from A ays arid encourage A to'oper0ip and communicate directly.

Checking that y.ILy have understood the other person's feelings and ideas.,
Sometimes, as in the illustration of the scientist whose ideas mean little to

7
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you, the'mostiMportant thing you can do in understanding another Arson'is to be
sensitive to the feelings either expressed; or in _underlying the words: However,

a complete communication is going to occur when both content or ideas and feelings
are recognized and understood. Thg ea5iest way to practice this listening skill
is to.try putting into your own words whatNems to be most. important to the
other person and then asking them whether that is.what he or she said. Also, if
you thipk there are feelings that 10 not match with the content, it is. useful to be.

able to identify what'you think are the feelings and again tokrcheck with the
other per'son. Both of these listening skills are extremely important.when

someone is trying to communicate something to you that they believe you should.. .

hear. In other words, ven though you are still centering attention on what the
other person says, it is given added importance becadse theY are trying to focus,

on you.

.Follow4ng is an example :.

A. "There's something I want to tell you and I don't knoW'whefe to begin."

B. "It seems to be difficult to tell ome."

A. "Yeah. The thing is...and I'M not the only one who says this...I've been'.

asked to tell you...only I don't know how you'll-take it."

B. "Sounds.` as if you're' feeling uncertain whether I'll accept what you'tel me."
A. "Yeah,

.

The first respolieby-B checked the content of-the Obrds5 the second response by
B checked tffe feeling expressed in the hesitant manner,of,deliVering the words,

and Probably-the worried expression on A's face, 'Remember, even if what you'

eventually hear is unpleasant, the fact that you are checking the direct and

indirect meaning helps the coMmuniCatio6 process. By doing this, you are making,.
it easier for A andltrobably, making such a favorable impact thattyou will improve

your position when,'at last, A gets around to telling you what is the concern.
You may have Noticed that the aim is to stay in the present, following'closely
the words an0 feelings the other petson is expressing. Your predictions about what
the`other person -might be talking about are probably not relevant at this stage.
Even if yo6 guessed and jumped in with, "Oh, you're-criticizing me.,about

you'lessen your chances of coming tfirough the ordeal having made a favorable
.impressiOn for your effort to.understand, to -give full attention and to take.
notfce. They are. all personal skills that.will:Aelvyou get and keel; jobs.
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Sometimes the feeling .content is so obvious that, particularly when it.isa negatqe

emotion directed at you, any checking of it would sound like a challenge.

For example:
- 1

A. "I'm very angry about what you Ire done."

The feeling here is clear.'. You would probably make, matters worse if you said,

"you seem to be mad at me." A better response would be any of:

B. a) "I'm sorry you're mad at me."

b) "I wish I-could change h w you feel toward ge."

.c) ."Can I do anything to he change your feelings about me?"

1

Now it is your turn to be listened to. The way in which this.is going to happen

is by asserting your rights as an individual to the same respect that you give the

other person. Developing the communication skills that ensure that you are

listened to and get what you believe you deserve, is essential at work and in'

everyday life. At work, it is important when:

*you need help, more instruction, g uidante from supervisors, journeymen and

fellow apprentices.

*you want to end something that you feel is not respectful to you as an

ti individual, e.g. continued jokes about you, bullying or other belittling

-attitudes and comments

*you want to clearly say "yes" to something

*you want to say "no" to other people's requests without feeling guilty

There pre some occasions when you just can't get what you want without changing

the other person or the place. _Sometimes it is better to disagree silently with

the boss; this is where the additional, s kills of tact and diplomacy may be useful.,

In this taseyour interest in asking your boss not to blow cigar smolot at you

might be overridden by another interest--keeang-your job. There are also work

settings where you might find a similar conflict of peronal interests in dealing

with a customer who, as a profe§sion43, you know is nearly always right,. Imagine

you are a flobr layer who,sees.that a customer has bought cheap material that will

not last lbng. In this situation you have an obligation-to respedt the custoMer,

and you expression of opinion about the material comes second.'"Even if the

customer asks, "What do you think of the carpet?", 6 skillful answer incorporates 4

what you have learned'aboutactive listening; you check-what.cs,behind theo

As
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question, which, in this, instance; is probably a request for reassurance.

For example:

"ft will look'marvelous when I've installed it. ."

or

it seems like a good buy, for the money you paid."

So, it isn't necessary that you expiTss.eVerything you feel; that would be no

advance over what Wthi-ee-year -old child does. The guideline is to identify when

you feel your rights as an individual are being sdriously questioned, when ybil

are being treated with less than. appropriate respett: As an apprentice, youN
can expect to take some knocks, but you still have a right and a duty to your

own self-:respect to correct a situation or relationship where you are continuously)
being 'put. down.' When you feel &situation is 5etting worse, and you fear for

your job, check with your co-workers; they may have the same feelin'gs. If the

trouble is, something that can be changed for the better, you have. nothing to lose.

It is important to speak out and there is,a well-proven way Of doing it--and nob,-

only surviving, ,but winning.
1

The skill of beindMistened to involves avoiding, at ell costs, becoming aggressive'

and threatening to the other person. If you are a'gressive, it sounds like an.4 ,

ultimatum and the other person is given two shoices': surrender or fight. Most *,

people, will fight, or will give in and resent you; either way, you hove lost.

The skillful way gives the, other person a face-saving way out; it shows-le-spect

for him or her at all times.

9Take, for example, complaining to the boss when he or she makes an unreasonable
request. Maybe your boss has asked you to(run arpersonal errand during your
lunchtime. If you don'.t want to-do this, yOu do have the choice of speaking out

and being listeped to. Here's the procedure to follow:
) 1. Show you/boss you understand what is important to him or her.

2. Take responsibilI ity for your own feelings. . ,_
. li.,,.'Ok-3. Suggest a, politely-worded, alternative action . ..

.

For example:

'7

"EXcOse me, I wonder if I could have a word with you,. It's about .the errands

yOu've asked me to'run. I realize that-you are very busY, that they -are

1 0
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important to kou and I wouldlike to .h0p. I'm not sure why, but I'm feeling
upset about losing my funchlime. I use that.time to relax and eat so I:can' work
hard .in the afternoon. I wonder if I could run that errand after,.2 o'clock..

It would be diff?cult for any person to respond to thiS request in other than
a reasonable manner.

Here's another example ere you feel you are not_getting the supervision you
would 1*, Follow the same formula:

1. Show your understanding of the other person's position
12. Openly take responsibility for your own feelings

t

.3. Suggest, politely, an alternative to the present situation,,
"Excuse me, Bob. Have you got a minute? I know you're busy and maybe I'm

unfair in feeling that I'm missing out on my training,,but there is a lot.I want,
to lear'n and practice; much more' than I'm doing now. Would you please, if.$u
don't have the time, ask someone else to give, me some instruction 'for a few minutes

A
. twice' a day? Thanks a'lot,'Bob."

:Here is an example showing the skeilic.hof saying "no," while avoiding threatening
the-other perton, and while maintaining your sense of self-worth,

Ne,. A. "I'm in a illurry to leave early.
' Can you punch the clock for.me?"

13. "I can see you're in a rush, and I may be silly about feeling pressured
Into something I don'tigree with, but I'd appreciate it--even though you're
in a hurry--if you Gould do it yourself this time.".

Underlying all of these suggestions for skilled-communication is the principle
of respect. Try to maintain respect for your felldw workers and uphold your
own sense of self-respect.

This makes for commu.nication'between equals. Even
if you are'not equal in work skills, experience, status, money, you are equal,

your individual worth. Show you believe in other people and showybu believe
in yourself; being able to communicate, with honesty and rftpect, to each ,

other, demonstrates that belief.
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Self
/

ssEssmenit
.Here are some descriptions of different

ways of.comthunicating with--and respdnding
to--other Oeople. In the spaces provided, write a'T if it describes hoW you4

4 might feel or behave, arAFffyou-4doul d act or feel in a very di ffer/t tvay.

/'1. 4hen someone, other than a close -friend, is'speaki,pg to me, I have difficulty
in concentratting.on what he or she is saying,

-
.

. ,

2. When friends ask me to d somethingfor them, I find it very difficult to
e t '

'
refuseleven when it is very inconvenient for me to'do it.,

If a person is talking about some subject I know Very little about, it is
hard commutAcating with them:

4. I believe that everyone is interesting, especially when they are ommuniciiing
what is of great interest to them.

5. It is important to listen to the feelings. that people, are expressing, as'
well as- to .the words.

,

(

When I don't like what someone is doing, I can't bi-ing myieff to tell them so.
6.

7. I:want to feel independent, strong amd self- reliant.
8. I usually fit in with what ctiier

people tell' iile to do" even when I don't,
\agree with it..

...---,..... .
.A.o ..9. I prefer to be looked after by someone else; It:s too scary to stand up...

.. .
:. , ,... for myself. '

. .
,

10 Even if I feel I'm being takenadvantage of by 'a friend, it's better to keep
the peace and say nothing. -

11, WIT someone gives full attention to what I am saying, it. makes me feel

-understoOd, and that's a very positive feeling.
1.

12. If I get angry,, it's always, someone else's fault.
13. It's-often

.

the impolite way-in which things are Said that Takes a request
_

sound.more like a Berland. ' .. . .

V
14. Understanding what someone meyls to say-is a -skill thatcan belearned.
15. It's not enough to listen, -it's important for the other person .to ktflowItiat

yoare listening.
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16. It's possible to listeh actively to someone and glance at a.magazine at

the same time.
('

O
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS .

Self Assessment
Answers

1. F

2. F
3. F
4.

6. T
6. F
7. T
8. F
9. F
10. F

11. T

12. F

13. T

94. T
,

15. T

16. F'

.
t ,
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In completing this section, it'sbetter if you can work in groups of three people.
One person will be A, another,B; and the third will be an observer. Make sure
that each person practices active listenin and being listened to at least three
times .each. If you want, think up some situations for yourself and rehearse thdse.

Discus,4, each time with the help of the observer, how successful the communication
was.

1. Practice in active listening.

a. B asks A what he or she did last week-end.

'Sr B asks A about a hobby or other,interest.

c. A tells j3 about something he or she has felt.angry 'about.

. d. A tells B about a time when he dr:she really felt happy.

2. Practice in being listenekto.

a. Your friend's father asks some searching 'questions about hi7---son-or daughter;O

you don't want to give any information.

A.,dentist keeps, you yr:kiting an hour; you want to complain and suggest
an alternative.

c. You buy a °stereo that breaks down within two weeks of purchases You take it
back and ask for a refundor exchange.

d. You ask a journeyman not to give you only the tasks he doesn't want.
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